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varies as the distance. In this case the attraction of two particles, each on the other, is represented by F = mm'r, where m, m' are their masses, and r, the distance between them.
v' - "    8.    When the attraction obeys the law of the direct distance,
,        the  resultant  attraction  of any body at any point is found at
/'    once by using Art. ,51 of Vol.ju    Let 0 be any point, Al9 A2y
'         &c. the positions of the attracting particles;  let mx, mz, &c. be
their masses.    The component attractions at 0 are then given by
X = !,mx = x%my    Y=y2,m,   £=i2w,   where x, y, z are the
coordinates of the centre of gravity of the body or system of
attracting points.
It immediately follows that the resultant attraction at 0 is the same as if the whole mass 2m  of the attracting system were collected into a single particle placed at the centre of gravity. The resultant force on a particle at 0 tends therefore towards the / *       centre of gravity of the attracting system, and is proportional to the I distance of the attracted point from it.
9. In what follows, when no special law of force is mentioned, it is to be understood that the law meant is that of the inverse square. This is often called the Newtonian law.
When the law of attraction is said to be f(r\ it is meant that the mutual attraction of two particles whose masses are m, m' placed at a distance apart equal to r is mm'f(r}.
Attraction of rods, discs, &c.
\     -     -^    Attraction  of a  rod.     To find  the  aUrdctwn  of a V* uniform thin straight rod AB at any external point P.
Let m be the mass of a unit of length, then m is called the
line density of the rod.    Let p be the length of the perpendicular
PN from P on the rod.    Let QQ' be any clement of the rod,
NQ = x:) let also the angle jBTPQ=0, then
The attraction at P of the element QQf is
mdx ___ md (p tan 0) ___ mdO ~PQ; "           "       = "~~ "
t X, T be the resolved attractions at P parallel and porpen-dicular to the length AB.    Let the angles NPA, NPB be a, /3,
.rf,*^H»»jf.w-'''       •   '   '   ••                 '      JL
then                    X= |m — sin 0 = ~ (cos a - cos fi) ......... (1),
e   J    p            p^              ^           ^ ;

